
Kennedy Assassination



November 22, 1963

 JFK was in Dallas 
seeking support 
for the 1964 
election.

 He was seated 
with the Texas 
Governor. Both 
mens wives were 
also present. 



Lee Harvey Oswald

 Former Marine 

sharpshooter

 Tried to defect to 

the Soviet Union 

and Cuba.



School Book Depository

 LHO got a job in this building.  He would 

eventually shoot JFK from the sixth floor.



Sniper’s perch

 This is Lee Harvey 

Oswald’s view 

from the 6th floor 

of the School 

Book Depository



6th floor





Zapruder’s homemade film was the 

most famous evidence



He was filming from here.



3rd shot

1st shot

Sniper 

perch

Zapruder



Zapruder Film



Kennedy was rushed to Parkland



Lee Harvey Oswald was arrested 8 

blocks away at the Texas Theatre...



Once JFK was pronounced dead…



LBJ was sworn in at Love Field



While Oswald was 

being transferred to 

another jail...

 Jack Ruby, a Dallas 

nightclub owner, shoots 

Oswald on live TV.



Ruby is convicted 

of Oswald’s 

murder, but dies 

in prison of lung 

cancer.

He never explained why he killed Oswald, but always 

insisted that he was not a part of any JFK conspiracy.



Case Closed?

 Oswald fired 3 shots (missed the first one)

 The assassination was filmed (Zapruder)

 The government investigated the murder for 
years and concluded that Oswald acted alone.

 Virtually no witness at that time gave 
indication that more than 3 shots were fired at 
Kennedy.

However. . . .



And Yet, 80% of people today believe JFK 

was killed by someone else!!!!



Let’s keep in mind:
 Many people 

thought Elvis was 

alive for decades 

after his death.

 Many people think 

Tupac Shakur is 

alive.

 Many people think 

that NASA never 

landed on the moon.



Conspiracy Question #1



Could Oswald have made those shots?

 Oswald was a 
sharpshooter trained by 
the US Marines.

 He scored a 212 out of 
250 on a 200 yard 
shooting range.

 JFK’s car was only 50 
yards away from the 
sniper’s nest and moved 
10mph



Conspiracy Question #2



Was Kennedy shot from the front?

2nd assassin?

Zapruder



Back and to the left?

 Many assume based 

on JFK’s bodily 

motion and blood 

spray that he was 

shot from the front.

 This would require a 

second shooter…



No witnesses reported gunshots that 

day!

2nd assassin?

Zapruder

wall



View from behind wall 

(x marks the spot)

3rd shot
James Files

James Files claims he fired a shot 

from behind the wall…

…and calmly walked away.

No evidence supports this.



All witnesses that day described 

shots from where Oswald was

Witness described people

but no shots behind wall 
Oswald



According to the autopsy, Kennedy was hit in 

the back and the bullet exited through his 

throat. (Again, not shot from the front.)

Small entrance wound Large exit wound



 Likewise, JFK was hit in the back of the head, 

not the front.



Similar Rifle Shot

Entry Wound                 Exit Wound



So, the best available evidence shows…



But what about 

this photograph?



Why does Elvis have a gun? 

Why does the alien look so angry? 

Why is Hitler hanging out with Bigfoot? 



Not Aliens!                        Not Hitler!                  Not Nixon!           Not Elvis!

So, who DID kill JFK?



Oswald?         Bigfoot?

The world may never know…..


